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Linear transformation of beam space-charge waves and of magnetoactive-plasma oscillations by density
inhomogeneities is investigated. It is shown that amplification of plasma oscillations by a beam occurs
, either in the presence of a nonlinear longitudinal plasma density gradient or at the expense of,
transverse inhomogeneity. Anisotropy of transverse wave emission by a charge in a magnetoactive
'plasma with a smooth longitudinal density inhomogeneity is observed.

INTRODUCTION

Linear transformation of waves in a stable plasma,
due to inhomogeneity effects, has by now been sufficiently well studied (see, e.g., [1-3)). Its practical significance is connected principally with plasma heating
occurring when the electromagnetic waves are trans'formed into slow longitudinal waves. On the other hand,
the use of plasma to generate electromagnetic radiation entails the use of nonequilibrium energy (beam or
current). The slow plasma waves that are usually produced in this case by the instability are then transformed into transverse oscillations. The possibility of
transforming waves in inhomogeneous systems for the
purpose of producing plasma radiation generators has
been under discussion in the literature for quite a long
time, and even in the first papers it was pOinted out
that the transition to the radiating regime can greatly
influence the very instability of the plasma, and in
particular suppress instability[4,5). Recent experiments
have confirmed the earlier assumptions [3,6,7) and have
also revealed many other curious properties[8,9), such
as the anisotropy of the emission of transverse waves
in a plasma-beam discharge (8).
The development of the theory has followed the path
of investigation of the transformation in active media
with strongly inhomogeneous parameters[lO); as to
smooth inhomogeneities in the presence of intersection
points of the oscillations modes, the source of the imbalance, say a beam, was regarded as a given generator,
i.e., in a non-self-consistent manner [ll,l2j. At the same
time, computer experiments on wave propagation in a
plasma with inhomogeneity along the magnetic field[13 1,
which have revealed, in particular, that the conversion
of the beam modes into plasma modes is smaller than
expected, have shown that it is necessary to eliminate
this appreciable gap. The present paper is devoted to
a rigorous analytic solution of the problem of mutual
conversion of plasma oscillations and beam spacecharge waves.
This enables us to understand the role of the longitudinal and transverse inhomogeneities in the transformation process, the causes of the significant decrease in the efficiency of conversion of beam modes
into transverse waves by a longitudinal inhomogeneity,
and also the connection between the anisotropy of the
transition radiation and the emission of transverse
waves in a plasma-beam discharge in the case of a
magnetized plasma.

sequences of reversing the signs of the dissipative
terms. Thus, in a number of cases it turns out that reversal of the sign of the dissipation is equivalent to
conversion of longitudinal waves into transverse ones,
and consequently we should expect generation of transverse waves in media with negative dissipation. We
note that the properties of such media have been actively
discussed in the literature in recent years, as for example in Starr's book[14).
1. TRANSFORMATION OF WAVES BY A LONGITUDINAL PLASMA-DENSITY GRADIENT. LONGITUDINAL
PROPAGATION.
1. We investigate the transformation of plasma oscillations and space-charge waves (beam modes) in a
beam-plasma system situated in a strong (wHe » w,
W pe ) magnetic field by a longitudinal plasma-density
gradient No(z). At Vo « c, the initial equations for the
high-frequency (w ~ wpe ) oscillations are
.
e
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, (1.1)

where 6N, 6V z , 6n, and 6vz are the perturbations of the
density and of the velOCity of the particles in the plasma
and in the beam, respectively
Vr,'=T./m,

j=e(No6V.+no{jv.+v o{jn);

all the perturbations are proportional to exp(iwt - iklY).
From (1.1) we obtain for the perturbations 6N, 6E z ,
and 6H x three coupled second-order equations, with
which we shall work subsequently:
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(1.2)

(:~, + :: ) {jf/.=a, ~' {jE.;
e (z) =l-(Jlp,'(z)/(Jl',

a,=ckJ./(Jl,

(Jl,'=4ne'no/m.

In addition, we discuss briefly the features 01
emission from charges whose field moves along the
inhomogeneity with super luminal velocity, and the con-

The density no and the beam velOCity Vo are assumed
here to be constant. The system (1.2) describes propagation, in an inhomogeneous plasma, of beam spacecharge waves, Langmuir waves distorted by the magnetic field, and also the so called "cold plasma modes,'
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which satisfy outside the region of intersection of the
oscillation modes the dispersion equation
k.'+k.L'/e=ro'/c'.

The general case of simultaneous transformation of
three types of waves will be considered in Sec. 2, and
we investigate initially the simplest purely longitudinal
propagation, when kl = O. The transverse and the
longitudinal waves can then be separated, with the transverse oscillations satisfying the vacuum wave equation.
For Langmuir oscillations and beam modes we obtain
from (1.2), in the case of weak inhomogeneity of the
plasma density, the following equation:
d 'd'

d'

(ro'e+vT"-)6E,+ro,'(ro'+VT"-)6E,=O.
( iro+V'-)
dz
dz'
dz'

S

-2p (robVT')'
y-- ,

",Vo

;~, +ts-

z-z,
t=-L-'

S:l )] ;

(1.4)

y Ivol

zo=~,

where C is a normalization constant and the signs + and
- pertain to the cases when the beam moves along
(v o > 0) or in opposition to (vo < 0) the plasma density
gradient. The system of contours is shown in Fig. 1a
for vo > 0 and in Fig. 1b for Vo < O. Thus, in each case
we have six solutions, which are connected, if Cis
chosen the same in (1.4), by the relations
B1"+B,,,e'n,=O,

ro ) 'I.
6E,=E, (- [exp(-ic:p+)+exp(ic:p_-ny)];
k/v Te

(1.6)

(1.3)

For a fast beam (v o » vTe) the interaction of the
Langmuir oscillations and of the space-charge waves
occur mainly near the resonance point € = 0, where dz)
can be regarded asa linear function, dz) =- z/L. The
solution of (1.3) then takes the form of a Laplace contour integral:
6E,=C ds (s+l) ±;, exp [ -ip (

region, this oscillation is transformed into a slow beam
mode that increases in the direction of beam motion,
and in addition, a reflected Langmuir wave is generated
in an above-the-barrier fashion. Since the plasma
region where wpe > W is not transparent to Langmuir
waves, the boundary conditions are satisfied by the
solution IiE z = Al + A2. Putting in (1.4) C =- E o{P/1TA)1/2,
which corresponds to an energy flux Sz = vTeE~/81T, in
the incident wave, we obtain the asymptotic form of the
field to the left of the interaction region (t + A-2 < 0):

A,+A,+A,= V+B",+B",.

We investigate the asymptotic forms of the solutions
(1.4) and construct the fundamental system of solutions
by a method similar to that used in a number of
papers [15-17].
.
We consider wave transformation when a beam moves
in a direction of increasing plasma density. USing the
dispersion equation
(1. 5)

we can easily show that when nov~/Nov~ «1 the intersection of the oscillation modes occurs enear
€ = (vTe/vo)2. In the upper limiting case of a "powerful"
beam (or weak thermal motion) a == wbv/wvTe» 1,
the modes intersect near € = wb/aw2 .
Assume that a Langmuir oscillation is incident on
the intersection region, which we shall henceforth call
the "wave-interaction region." In the interaction

here So

= AI~11/2

is the saddle point in (1.4).

From (1.6) we see that the Langmuir-wave reflection coefficient (with reflect to the energy flux) is equal
to Rll = e -21TY. Consequently, at 21T'y » 1 the incident
Langmuir wave is converted almost completely into a
slow beam mode, i.e., the waves interact strongly in
the intersection region. The conditions for the applicability of the asymptotic form (1.6), say at a« 1, are

We consider further the oscillation modes in the
interaction region. At a« 1, changing over in the
dispersion equation (1.5) to new variables
k,=~(l+a'I.X),
Vo

UTe:'.

B= - , - ( 1-3a'I.Y) ,

Vo

we obtain the roots of this equation
Xn -1=Y (l+D) -'''e-''nnJ'_ (l+D) 'l·e"nnJ',

(1. 7)

where D = (1 + y3)112. It follows from (1.7) that the beam
is unstable in the region y> - 1, the maximum of the
increment
is reached at Y = 0, and the points where the oscillation modes intersect are
Let us investigate the solution in the interaction
region Iyl ~ 1. The change IiE z in the interaction region
is Significant only in the case of a sufficiently weak inhomogeneity, when the dimension La 2/3,\-2 of the interaction region is large in comparison with the reciprocal
of the increment K, Le., at ql ==pa4/3 ,\-2» 1. In the
region (1 + Y)e i1T > q~213 the field of the incident Langmuir wave is determined by the contribution of the
saddle point s = 1 + a2/~2:

and it can be easily seen that at 11 + yl « 1 it increases like 11 + YI- 1/ 4 , reaching at the point Y = - 1
the value

In the same region we obtain for the perturbations of the
velocity and of the denSity of the beam

b

FIG. I
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To the right of the intersection point Y =- 1 the field
increases, and at 1 + Y « 1 the quantity
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of this solution shows that slow space-charge waves
generate in above-the-barrier fashion a Langmuir wave
that propagates towards the plasma boundary. At the
chosen normalization, the energy flux in the Langmuir
wave is

6E,-exp[8q.(H Y)'f>]

reaches at Y

= 0 the

value
6E ,-exp (3'I'q ,/2'1,) ,

after which the growth slows down:
6E,-exp[2q, (3Y) 'I,]

In the instability region, the slow beam mode grows in
analogy with the solution Al + A2.

as a result of the decrease of the increment
x=6la'''1 (3Y) 'I,vo.

In the case a» 1, when the resonance
smeared out, we make the substitution

E

= 0 is weakly

and obtain from (1.5) its roots:
x'='/,[ (1-Y) '1'±i(H Y) '1,],.

6E._H p(t) (2p (06) 'I, e'"") ,

We see therefore that the intersection occurs at the
points Y = ± 1 and is analogous to that investigated
previously [18].
The instability region Y> -1 and the maximum of the
increment
X=

~
Vo

(

W,Vo ) 'f>
roUTe

is reached at the point Y = 1. Near the interaction
region, the solutions take the form
pa ) 'I. exp ( in+T1Ina
i
)
6E,=Eo ( ~
X

Here q2

exp [ -iq, (

=pa 2/3,\-2 and is

In the case of incidents of a fast beam mode
kz < w Iv 0 on the interaction region (the solution is
B2 - A3), this mode is completely transformed into a
Langmuir wave that is reflected back to the plasma
boundary. This transition is adiabatic in character. To
the right of the interaction region, the field attenuates
in the interior of the plasma:

where p = 1 + iy, ~ = l; + (vTe/v 0)2. It can be shown that
the energy fluxes in the incident beam mode and in the
reflected Langmuir wave are equal.
We note the special choice of boundary conditions
corresponding to the solution V. Outside the interaction
region, the principal terms in the asymptotic expression
for V contain only beam modes and satisfy the abbreviated equation

Sdtt'".

(iW+Uo

-T + 4)] .
2Yt-

(1.8)

assumed to be large.

In the region e i 7T (1 + Y) > q;2/3, the asymptotic form
of (1.8) is determined by the contribution of the saddle
points ± to:
"A.a'" lIt
t
6E=E (e'·+e-",-I.)
( - - ) eXP(in+-'{lna)'
,
0
[2(HY)]'" Ht o'
2 I
,

3. We now consider the transformation of waves
when a beam moves in the direction where the plasma
density decreases. We confine ourselves here only to
asymptotic forms of the solutions in the far zone, where
the divergence of the oscillations modes is large enough.

For the solution 131 we put in (1.4)

t:+1'

I

HY
( 1-Y )'1.
to= - 2 + - 2 - 1'1. .

3
2'1,
<P=4 n+T q,[(1-Y)"'+!HY!"'l.

At the intersection point Y

=-

1 the field is equal to

~ (2:..) '1·[exp(2...in+~iq.)
(2n) 'I.

+exp (-n 1-

~

C=Eo (pin"') 'I'e'"-"'.

To the right of the interaction region (~ > 0), the
asymptotic form of the solution 131 is the field of a
space-charge wave that increases in the direction of
beam motion,
6E,=Eo ( : p )'" (

33

6a

in-

~

i q,)] exp (in+

~

'Y In a) .

To the right of the point Y =- 1, the field increases as
a result of the beam instability

!)' (8- ~::') 6E.+w,' 6E.=O.

Here q

=1 -

~ ) ,I' H;1)

(2p 1'0V·1') exp (in q+iP6-

~0

). (1.9)

iy and H~l) is a Hankel function.

To the left of the interaction region (~ < 0) the
solution 131 is a superposition of a Langmuir wave

6E.-exp['I,l'2q, (1 + Y)'I,]

The alternating component of the beam density at the
plasma-vacuum boundary is then n~. An investigation

that travels towards the plasma boundary, and a slow
space-charge wave determined by an analytic continuation of (1.9) into the upper l; half-plane. The latter
circumstance is equivalent to introducing normal (II> 0)
dissipation for the beam mode in the interaction region,
and is connected with the expenditure of its energy to
the generation of the Langmuir wave. It can be shown
that the energy fluxes in both waves are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. This can be easily
understood if it is recognized that the system (1.2) has
an integral, namely the total energy flux along the inhomogeneity, and the solution 8 1 attenuates in the interior of the plasma, so that it corresponds to a zero total
energy flux.
Let us investigate the solution A3. At l; > 0 the solution A3 is a Langmuir wave that attenuates in the inter-
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and reaches at Y = 1 the value
6E.=Eor

(f) (2n)-'I'(~~ )'1' exp(~ q,- ~

1+T1Ina) ,

after which the instability increment decreases and the
growth slows down.
We consider now the incidence of a slow spacecharge wave, kz < wlvo' on the interaction region. The
boundary conditions are satisfied by the solution
B2 + V - A3. We put in formula (1.4)
c= (W'L)'1'mvo(J),~.
nvo
e
2no
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ior of the plasma: OE z ~ exp(_2/gpA t;gI2). In the stability region ~ < 0 (arg ~ = 1f) the field is superposition of
an incident and of a reflected Langmuir wave, and also
of space-charge waves generated in the region where
the oscillation modes intersect:
w ) 'I.
/jE.=Eo ( - [exp(i<p+-:rq)+exp(-i<p_)]+

(1.10)

ktVxe

'1.

+iEo ( ~ p ) ( ; )

,I'

[Ii:)

e=p(~-2VT.'/3vo').

It is seen from (1.10) that, in analogy with the case when

the beam moves along the density gradient, the incident
Langmuir wave is reflected, with a coefficient
Rll = e- 21l'y. As wb - 0, the amplitudes of the beam
mode are proportional to no, and the solution Ag goes
over into one of the Airy functions. For 21fy» 1, the
amplitude of the reflected Langmuir wave and of the
slow beam wave are exponentially small. The incident
Langmuir wave goes over adiabatically into a fast beam
mode in this case.
We note also the solution B1 - Ag, which attenuates
the interior of the plasma like Wq)(Z), where ~ > 0, and
is a superposition of the LangmUlr wave and a fast beam
mode to the left of the interaction region; it constitutes
a special case of interference, in the interaction region,
between the incident Langmuir wave and a beam mode
that grows from the interior of the plasma, as the result of which the Langmuir wave is completely converted into a fast space -charge wave. Thus, the transformation processes described by the solution B2 - Ag
when the beam moves along the density gradient and by
the solution B1 - Ag are mutually reversible.
For the solution V, as before, the asymptotic
formula contains only space-charge waves. Consequently, for a beam-mode combination specified by the
solution V there is no transformation into Langmuir
waves. This is easiest to understand from the following:
If V Te = 0, then all the solutions (with the exception of
V) are Singular at the resonance point E = 0, a situation
corresponding to a finite absorption of the beam-mode
energy in the resonance region at arbitrarily small
dissipation. When the weak thermal motion is taken into
account (vTe "10), generation of Langmuir waves takes
place at the singular point, the absorption coefficients
being equal to the transformation coefficients. For the
solution V, the point E = 0 is not Singular at V Te = 0,
so that there is no finite energy absorption in resonance region, and consequently there is no generation of
Langmuir oscillations. The connection we obtained between the absorption and transformation will become
manifest later on, and obviously reflects a certain general principle. It should be noted that the equivalence
of thermal motion to dissipation was established earlier
for a number of linear (see, e.g., (2,gJ) and nonlinear [12J
processes.
2. WAVE TRANSFORMATION IN OBLIQUE
PROPAGATION
1. In oblique propagation, when kI"1 0, all the oscillation modes become coupled with the plasma inhomogeneity, and the system (1.2) reduces in the case
of a smooth density inhomogeneity to the following sixthorder equation
715
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d'
d'
+-)
-k1-'( w'+VT,'-)] /jHx
dz'
dz'

In the case of a linear denSity gradient, when
dz) = -z/L, the solution of (2.1) takes the form of a
Laplace contour integral. USing the relation
ct,~'/jE, (s) =

(Z)+e- 2inq Hq (Z)]e",

where
Z=2p(0~e;X)"',

d)' [
d'
w'
( iw+vo(w'e+VT.'-) ( dz ,
dz'
c'

W-s') 6Hx(s)

between the kernels of the integral representations of
the perturbations of the electric and magnetic fields, we
obtain

(5'

s-~
0
)] ,(2 2)
/jE,(z)=C Sds(s+1)±'". ( - ) 'v, exp [ -ip -+~s--s+~
31.'
s+1
.

The parameters p, A,
given in Sec. 1,

I

~= ~.I, ~=

II,

and a 1 coincide with those

z-;o,

zo=L (

ck1-'L (
V
,,=-1-2w
c"

T ,' )

~:. \ '( w~:
"

_

k1-:~o' )

,

2w.'vT.'L

wlvol"

The meaning of the signs + and - and the value of Care
analogous to those indicated in (1.4). The system of
contours is indicated in Fig. 2a for v 0 > 0 and in Fig. 2b
for v0 < O. If C is chosen the same, the solutions on
the contours satisfy the relations
B",+F",+D", =0, D,+D,+A 3 = (F,+F,) exp (2:rq,),
E"+B,,,exp(2:rt"(,) =0,
A,+A,=V+D",+F",+E""

We note that the quasistatic approximation for the
electric field in the vicinity of the resonance point
E = 0 follows from (2.2) in the limit as c In this
case
00.

[ (s-~) / (s+~) l":-+exp (-ipct,'/s);

ct,=~ct"

2. Let us investigate wave transformation when the
beam moves in the direction of increasing plasma density, i.e., along the density gradient. It is convenient
here and subsequently to characterize each solution by
a scattering diagram in which the circle denotes the
interaction region and the lines correspond to waves;
the notation is the following: t-cold plasma molds,
l-Langmuir waves, b 2 1--fast and slow beam modes (b 1
increases in the direction of beam motion in the instability region). Finally, the arrows indicate the wave
propagation direction. Typical scattering diagrams are
shown in Fig. 3. In order not to encumber the text with
long formulas of like type, we introduce symbols for
parts of the solutions:

(T0)"/2 H;!,2) (u)exp (2$:ii.'

U"t=±irtEo
(rtMp) 'I.

U5 ,,=Eo --,-exp
~I.

P-2iPct':-iP~±irtp), (2.3)

[ , rt
2
' I ' ct,'
,
ipo ]
±,-±-p1.~ '±,p-+",ln(so±1)--- ,
4
3
So
i±so

Here>J1 is a confluent hypergeometric function, H~1,2) is
a Hankel function, Eo is a normalization constant,
p=1+i'2'
x=2p~(~+a+A-'),

;=~+1.-2-(k1-vo/w)',

u=2p (a~) 'I'e-'x/',

The quantity So = At;1/2e -i1f/2 is the saddle point in (2.2).
For the sake of argument, we put 0 < arg ?; !S 1f throughout.
Let us consider the incidence of a Langmuir wave
N. S. Erokhin and S. S. Moiseev
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The transformation of the fast space-charge wave
(phase velocity vph> vo) is described by the solution
F, + D, exp(- 21T}) with scattering diagram 3. At ~ > 0,
the asymptotic value of the field is determined by the
cold-plasma mode <5E z = 7)U" and in the region ~ < 0
it takes the form
(JE,=1'jU,+U,e'n p +U, exp (;,,/4-2n1').

It follows therefore that
b

Rb,,=exp (-4n1'),

FIG. 2

:M :yt
:IMbl ~X>--t
b,

t

I

t

I

t

t

b»l

I

2

7

bt;O-

t

~;O-t
t

0

The transformation of the slow space-charge wave
corresponds to the solution V + F, + D, exp(-21TY,) with
diagram 4. To the right of the interaction region, the
solution contains a growing beam mode, 6E~b) = U3,
and a cold-plasma mode <5E~t) = 7)U,e i1T P, while to the

t

I

t»-t
J

left it takes the form
(JE,=U,+1'jU,-U, exp (;n/4-2n1').

bZ

6

J

hi

/:;c:::(' b,
bg

The conversion coefficients are
R b •t=1'j exp (-2n1,-2n1'),

on the interaction region. The boundary conditions are
satisfied ~ the solution <5E z = A, + A2 - 7)D" where
7) = 1 - e- 1T}". This solution corresponds to scattering
diagram 1 in Fig. 3. To the left of the interaction region
(~ < 0), taking (2.3) into account, we obtain the amplitudes of the Langmuir waves:
(JE,(I) =U,+U, exp(-2,t"(,-2'q,)

Incidence of a mode t on the interaction region from
the direction of the denser part of the plasma corresponds to the solution D, with diagram 5. The fields of
the Langmuir wave and of the cold-plasma mode are
respectively equal to U sexp(5i1T/4) and U2. From this
we get, using (2.3),
As before (see Sec. 1), the solution V describes perturbations concentrated in the beam:
V - (a/'S) p/'I_ p(2p-ya1) e-''',

and of the reflected cold-plasma mode
(JE,") =1'jU, exp( -,q,-in/4).

In the interaction re~on, the .incident wave excites a
slow beam mode <5E Z6 ) = U3e311T/4, which increases
along the beam, and also a cold-plasma mode
(JE,(t) =1'ju, exp (-n1,-in/4) ,

that penetrates into the interior of the plasma

Rb.,=exp (-2n1,-4n1,),

T b .,=1'j exp (-2n1')'

t

!

FIG. 3

(~

and passing through the interaction region without being
transformed into other waves.
3. We now investigate wave transformation when a
beam moves in a direction opposite to the plasmadensity gradient (vo < 0). In this case we introduce in
place of (2.3)

> 0).

The reflection and transmission coefficients R and T,
determined by the energy-flux ratio, are equal to
RIll=exp (- 2n1,-4n1') , Ru=1'j exp (-2n1,-2n1'),
T,,~1'jexp

T b ,t=1'j, Rb,,=1'jexp(·-2n1')·

Wt,z=Ut,ze2iPCf,

a)
W",=±inE ('T
o

q/'

2i ) ,
H q("') (u)exp ( ip'S+2ipa,':!:in q -3t:'p

[. n
2
, .
. a,'
ipa ]'
n ) 'f"
W",=Eo ( -'A
~-f'exp ±1-±-p'A~/'-'1,ln(so:H)±'p-+-p
4
3
So
1+so

(-2n1').

We see therefore that the reflection coefficient RZZ of
the Langmuir wave decreases exponentially when the
wave-vector component transverse to the inhomogeneity direction increases. The fraction of the incidentwave power consumed in the generation of the beam
mode is equal to 1 - exp(-21TY2)'
When a cold plasma is incident on the interaction
region from the side of lower densities, the solution is
D2 + A3, corresponding to diagram 2. To the right of
the region ~ > 0 the solution has the asymptotic form
<5E z = U, exp(-21T}',). At ~ < 0 there is addedto the
solution the Langmuir-wave field
(JE,(l)=U,uP(- 2n 1,-3in/4).

(2.4)
where q = 1 - i}, . The remaining notation coincides
with that introdu~ed in (2.3).
We consider the incidence of a cold-plasma mode on
the interaction region from the right. The solution is
F, with diagram 6. Taking (2.4) into account, we obtain
the asymptotic form of the field of the mode t, <5E (t)
z
= W2' which is valid in the' entire upper?; half-plane.
At ~ < 0 we have <5E z =W 2 - W3. USing (2.4) and the
formulas for the transformation of the confluent hypergeometric function (see ['9]) we obtain
Tfb.=1-exp (-2n1,),

Ttt=exp (-2ny,).

It should be noted here that the circling around the

We see that in this case there is no transformation of
the incident wave into beam modes.

Singular point x = 0 of the function W 2 corresponds to
introduction of normal dissipation in the vicinity of the
point x = 0 for the incident cold-plasma mode. In this
case, the effective diSSipation mechanism is the generation of a fast beam mode. At the same time, for the
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beam mode, the expression BE (b) =W3 is valid in the
lower half-plane, corresponding to introduction of anomalous dissipation and to the circling around the singular'
point u = 0 of the function W3 from below.
The solution 13, describes the transformation of a
slow beam mode, that grows from the interior of the
plasma in the direction of the beam motion. It corresponds to the diagram 7. The wave fields are given by
the expressions
In this case an enhanced beam mode generates at the
intersection point a Langmuir oscillation in such a way
that the fluxes in both waves are equal in magnitude.
The transformation of the cold-plasma mode t incident on the interaction region from the direction of
lower plasma densities is described by the solution
B, - D2 - A3 with diagram 8. For the t-mode field we
have BE~t) =WI' To this expression there is added at
~ < 0 a fast beam mode BE (b) =- W3' The conversion
z
coefficients are equal to

Let us consider, finally, the incidence of a Langmuir
wave on the oscillation interaction region. In this case
it is necessary to investigate the solution D2 + F 2 + T/F"
corresponding to the diagram 9. To the right of the
interaction region we have
6E,='1 W,+ (1-'1) Wi,

where W4 attenuates in the interior of the plasma. At
~ < 0 the field is equal to
6E,='1 W ,+W.einl '+(1-'1)W,.

Comparing the expressions, we obtain the conversion
coefficients for the incident wave:

at the point E = 0, and this singularity moves away from
the real z axis when dissipation is introduced. When
dissipation is taken into account we have
e=1-w p.'(z)/w(w-iv).

where v is the effective collision frequency, and for a
linear density variation, w~e (z) = W~mZ /d, we have
e=1-~""-~ where
L.·

is the complex inhomogeneity length. For the electric
field we obtain the Laplace integral

S

6E,=C ds (

;~: )

iy

exp [

-iP( ~s± 1~S )] ;

(2.6)

w
p=~L •.

The signs + and - pertain to the case of beam motion
'with and against the density gradient.
The system of contours for the solutions (2.6) is
analogous to that indicated in Fig. 2. On contours that
terminate at infinity, the solutions are Singular at the
point!; = 0, which is a logarithmic branch point for
these solutions. When moving in the complex I; plane
for the singular solutions, arg s satisfies the condition
arg(l;s) = const as lsi - "", where the value of the constant is fixed, e.g., as 1; - "" and arg !; = O. For normal
dissipation, when v> 0, the asymptotic forms of the
solutions (2.6), apart from terms corresponding to the
Langmuir waves, coincide with the expressions obtained above. Of course, this holds if the scattering
diagrams are of the same type. For the singular solutions in the vicinity of the point E = 0, energy absorption
takes place, and at small v the absorption coefficient is
equal to the coefficient of transformation into a Langmuir
wave. When thermal motion is taken into account, 1£effl
has a lower bound

I
The solution considered here is a special case of interference, in the interaction region, between an incident Langmuir wave and a beam mode that increases
from the interior of the plasma, in which there is no
reflected Langmuir oscillation.

L =
d(w'+v')
• wpm'(1+iv/w)

e err

I;';' Verr

-;- =

(Vr.)
'I,
wL.
.

At 21TY,» 1, the incident Langmuir wave goes over
adiabatically into the cold-plasma mode.

We can draw the following conclusions from the foregoing investigation: In a plasma with a longitudinal
density gradient, the point of intersection of the beamoscillation modes with the plasma oscillations lies
closer to the plasma boundary than the region of beam
instability. As a result, when the beam moves parallel
to the denSity gradient, i.e., into the plasma, the plasma
oscillations are excited (if the density has a monotonic
variation) only as a result of the initiating beam modulation in the vicinity of the intersection point. Only the
slow space-charge waves is amplified in the instability
region. If the beam moves in the opposite direction, a
beam space-charge wave grows from the. interior of the
plasma, and generates in the vicinity of the intersection
point plasma oscillations that go over into Langmuir
waves far from the intersection point. In the stability
region, the energy flux in a Langmuir wave traveling
towards the plasma boundary is equal to the flux in the
slow space-charge wave. The generation of the transverse waves by the beam is anisotropic, since the transverse oscillations emerging to the vacuum are generated only when the modulated beam moves in the
direction of increaSing plasma density. The latter circumstance was pointed out earlier ['2] for the case of an
inhomogeneous plasma without a magnetic field.

Let us dwell briefly on the case of a cold plasma,
when vTe = O. Certain solutions have then a singularity

4. The plasma oscillations can be amplified by the
beam if its transverse dimensions are bounded. The
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We present also asymptotic formulas for the solution
6E,=F,+F,+D,+D, exp (-2n'Y;).

To the right of the interaction region

(~

> 0) we

have

and to the left (~ < 0) we have a superposition of an incident Langmuir wave and reflected waves:
6E,=W.+W,exp (-nY2-2nY,)+'1W,exp (-in/4)
+(W,+w,) exp (-in/4-2n'Y,).

(2.5)

Wit the aid of (2.4) we obtain from (2.5)
R II =exp(-2ny,-4n'Y') =R'b" T,,='1.
R II ='1(1-'1). R",=exp (-4n'Y,).

It is easy to establish that
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problem of the interaction of a bounded cylindrical beam
with a homogeneous infinite plasma was considered by
Bogdanov, Kislov and Chernov [20J. The amplification
mechanism consists in the following: When the modulated beam moves through the plasma, a slow spacecharge wave builds up in the beam, and is transformed
on the beam boundary into plasma oscillations, as a result of the latter also grow along the beam. We note that
the outflow of a slow space-charge wave having a negative energy from the beam leads in accordance with
the general concepts concerning waves with negative
energy [21 ,221, to amplification of the wave.
We shall now show that the increment K of the spatial
wave amplification is connected by a simple relation
with the coefficient Q of transformation of the spacecharge wave on the beam boundary. In planar geometry
for a beam of density no and a diameter 2a, the dispersion equation of the oscillations is
k,=ik, tg k,a.

(2.7)

k,=k,~"'.

k,=k,[E+'iJb'/(c:o-k,vo)'J"'.

where f = (CIIpe/W)" - 1 and the perturbations are proportional to exp(iCllt - ikzz). The dispersion equation
(2.7) corresponds to a symmetrical solution.
From (2.7) we obtain near the instability boundary

E'« IWb/(w - kzvoW

k.=~ (1+~ (1+ i~~'"
Vo

k.lYo

kJ. avo

1 ).
kJ."" na (n+2

)].

n=O.1.2•...•

(2.8)

3. RADIATION OF THE CHARGE IN A WEAKL YINHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA
If we put no = 0 in (2.2) and (2.6), choose the normalization constant in suitable manner, and place the
origins of the contours at the points s =±: 1, corresponding to the motion of the charge with and against the
gradient, we obtain solutions that describe waves radiated by the charge in a weakly-inhomogeneous plasma.
Thus, in a cold plasma the field of the charge is given by
eL. (1+~
{JE.(kJ.'C:O;Z)=+-,-- - 2n

Ivol

)

1-~

iV,

~I

JdS

(

S+~

-

s+~

) iy, e-"'''''.
.
.

where the parameters (3, I'}I P, and !; coincide with those
introduced in formulas (1.4), (2.2), and (2.6). The boundary conditions of the radiation are satisfied by the
solution Fl + De- 21T )' for Fig. 2a when the charge moves
along the density gradient. In the case of opposite
motion of the charge, they are satisfied by the solution
8 1, This choice of contours is made for!; - + 00. Variation of !; produces a deformation of the contours,
analogous to that indicated for the solutions (2.6).
It follows from the foregoing that the singularities
of beam-mode transformation into plasma OSCillations,
which were considered in Sec. 2, should become manifest in the form of singularities in the generation of
plasma oscillations by a moving charge. Thus, when the
charge moves along the density gradient, transverse
waves are present in addition to the field of moving
charge. The spectral energy denSity of the radiation is
accordingly

whence

2
I + (k 1.,00 ) = e4rcw
L.( l-e _2. 1'1),

c:o )' ~".
X= ~ kJ.vo
kJ. a .
C:Ob (

In the frequency region ~»
from (2.7)
k,=

6<arcsin ( -c- )'1. •
nc:oL.

IWb/(W - kzvo)l" we obtain

:!e'"
e~ [ 1+i(kJ.a)-lln(c:o-k.vo)~l.

(2.9)

and consequently

[

~",

2~(c:o-k.vo)

(3.2)

We see therefore that the backward radiation is exponentially small outside the cone

k

x=(a~"·)-Iln

(3.1)

].

We now determine the connection between the increment
/( and the coefficient Q. Let K« Ikz I; on the one hand,
during the time ~t = 4a/v1 required for the beam mode
to travel across the beam and back the mode moves
along the beam a distance ~z =v II ~t (where v 1 and VII
are the group-velocity components). Its amplitude is
increased at the same time by a factor eK~Z. On the
other hand, after two acts of transformation, the
amplitude increases by a factor Q = I(k2 + k1)/(k 2 - kIll".
Equating, we get
x=~lnQ.

(2.10)

ckJ.
sin8=-,
c:o

where () is the angle at which the radiation emerges to
the vacuum.
We note that in the case of a plasma without the magnetic field, the radiation cone is determined by the angle
arcsin (c/1TWL w)113. It follows also from (3.2) that at
21TI' > 1 the transverse waves are radiated predominantly forward. At I' « 1 the intensity of the radiation
decreases as the result of the decreased dimension of
the region of interaction between the charge and the
plasma oscillations. When the charge moves against the
plasma density gradient, no transverse waves are
radiated. Allowance for the thermal motion shows that
in this case, near the point of synchronism of the charge
with the oscillations of a plasma situated in the region
c: < 0, a quasipotential plasma mode is generated, which
goes over into a Langmuir wave far from the synchronism point.

Determining VII and v 1 with the aid of (2.8) and (2.9) and
substituting them in (2.10), we arrive at the expressions
obtained above for /(. We note also that for a bounded
beam the oscillations are unstable also in the frequency
region W < wpe , whereas for an unbounded beam the
range of frequencies of the unstable oscillations is
narrower, W < (wpe - k~V~)112. This circumstance is the
consequence of the outflow of negative-energy waves
from the beam into the plasma at c: < O.

Let us consider the purely formal case {3 > 1. If
are radiated independently of
the direction of charge motion only in vacuum. The
synchronism point is located then beyond the opacity
barrier, in the region c: > 0, so that the radiation has
no exponential smallness. Super luminal velocities of
the source are possible when the charge moves at an
angle to the inhomogeneity. Thus, in the case of an
isotropic plasma, for a charge moving with velocity Vo
at an angle {lc to the direction of the inhomogeneity, the
effective source velocity along the inhomogeneity is
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The velocity Veff(1}c) has a maximum vo (l - k~v~/w2rlI2
at f}c = arcsin (k1v o/w) and can exceed
the velocity of
.
light if
Do>C (1 +k,-'c'!w')

-'I,.

other possibilities of producing superluminal motion
of a source were discussed earlier by Ginzburg and
Bolotovskir[23]. We note that in a magnetoactive plasma
the possibility of superluminal source motion indicated
above leads, as can be shown, to a direct synchronization of the charge with the transverse waves. Although
direct synchronization of the charge with the transverse
waves is impossible in an isotropic plasma, yet the increase of veff can increase sharply the. order of magnitude of the transition radiation on the smeared boundary, namely, the formula obtained by Galeev [24] for the
intensity of the transition radiation now takes the form
I-exp (-WL./Vefrl.

The obtained anisotropy of the transverse waves radiated by a charge in a weakly inhomogeneous plasma
situated in a stron~ magnetic field is analogous to that
indicated earlier [12 for a plasma without a magnetic
field. This anisotropy is preserved also when account
is taken of the nonlinearity of the density gradient. For
the denSity of a plasma (Situated in a strong magnetic
field)
Wp,'(Z)=-{-Wpm'( 1+th

~

)

the analysis shows that the emission of transverse
waves by a nonrelativistic charge (v o « c) moving in
the direction of decreasing density is exponentially
small (like exp(- WL/vo))' in analop with the transition
radiation investigated by Galeev[24. In the case of II < 0,
the singular point t = 0 of the solutions (3.1) is circled
in the lower t half-plane, as the result of which the
picture of the emission of the transverse waves by the
charge is inverted, and the charge radiates transverse
waves when it moves in the direction toward the lower
density.
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